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TIMBER 3D Work positioning harness presenting a perfect
choice for the arborists. Ideal solution for those
who spent all day in the tree top.
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A = EN 358
B = EN 813

AA B

FEATURESSTANDARDS

EN 361

EN 813

1019

TECHNICAL DATA

EN 358

EN 1497 guaranteeExpert 3D speed M/L 
2415 g / 85.2 oz

buckle

1)

2)

3)

aluminium buckle

back viewfront view



MAINTENANCE

beware of UV beware
of chemicals 

beware of saltwashing drying read 
instruction

Product life is not strictly determined by the manufacturer. 
Depending on the condition of the product and the history 
of its use, it may be necessary to withdraw it from service 
immediately.
The maximum useful lifetime from date of manufacture 
including the storage is 15 years

A - waist circumference; B - a circuit leg loops;

1 - an attachment point for work in hanging position, rappelling  according to EN 813, aluminium alloy ring 15kN - EN 813 movable front attachment point
. 

2 - positioning points are placed symmetrical according to EN 358, tested for 15 kN strength. Aluminium alloy D-rings 
3 - identification and methodical label
4 - webbing made of polyester with high abrasion resistance
5 - inner soft foam padding for additional comfort
6 - Speed buckles enable fluent and fast adjustment to fit to user´s body.
7 - Easy Lock buckles for convenient height adjustment arms.  All steel components finished with E-coating.
8 - ergonomic braided gear loops with a capacity
9 - webbing to connect chain saw-capacity 100kg
10 - webbing to connect first aid kit 
11 - additional loops with a bearing capacity of 5 kg offer additional space for the gear and better gear orientation
12 - slots on the waist belt designed for a secure connection of expensive equipment with a capacity 35kg
13 - wide anatomic waist belt perfectly fits to user´s body, high rigidity with sufficient padding provides comfort in work at height and positioning 

    
     zvýraznìný èervenou barvou, díky kterému je umožnìn volný pohyb v  korunách stromù

 5kg,  to connect other material2 small metal eyes  with a capacity 5kg

TECHNICAL NOTES
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A

B

A [cm/in]
B [cm/in]

70-100/28-39
50-65/20-25

85-115/33-45
55-75/22-29

18% aluminum alloy

8%   Pes

4% polyethylene

33% Pad

26% steel

11% eva foam

MATERIAL COMPOSITIONSIZE CHART



NOTES

COMPARISON
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TIMBER 3D vs. TIMBER II

improved ergonomic waist belt

wide anatomic leg loops

accessory loops on the waist belt and leg loops

special slot on the waist belt for better fixation of the Porter carabiner

on the waist belt verticaly stitched webbing creates the holes for fixing the equipment

webbing to connect chain saw-capacity 100kg
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The exchange of the central point

5 Nm

Locktite

TECHNICAL DATA


	1: CZ-1
	2: CZ-2
	3: CZ-3
	4: EN-1
	5: EN-2
	6: EN-3



